ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
With over 22,000 new cases reported per year in the US, ovarian cancer is the fifth most common cause of cancer related death in the US and accounts for 5% of cancer deaths among women according to Cancer Facts and Figures 2016, by the American Cancer Society. Ovarian cancer accounts for the highest mortality of all gynecologic malignancies as it is difficult to detect ovarian cancer at an early stage due to vague clinical symptoms. The 5-year survival rate for early stage ovarian cancer is approximately 92%, but most patients are diagnosed with advanced stage disease and the 5-year survival rate is only 30%. Most ovarian cancers are developed from three categories of cells: epithelial cells, sex cord stromal cells, and germ cells. Among them, epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) accounts for 90% cases. EOCs are divided into five subtypes: 1) serous: ~50%; 2) mucinous: 5-10%; 3) endometrioid: 10-25%; 4) clear cell: 4-5%; and 5) transitional cells: rare 1 . EOC responds to cytoreductive surgical resection and chemotherapy in 70% of cases, however, less than 20% of women with advanced ovarian cancer (stage III and IV) can be cured. 90% of patients can be cured in cases, where the disease is limited only to the ovaries (stage I). Irrespective of radical surgery and adjuvant systemic chemotherapy, most patients develop recurrent disease. Owing to the low prevalence of ovarian cancer an effective screening tool for early diagnosis of the disease should have a specificity of at least 99.6%, sensitivity of at least 75% and a positive predictive value (PPV) of at least 10% 2 . Effective screening methods for early diagnosis of cervical cancer have reduced its incidence in Korea 3 . Therefore, an effective screening strategy is urgently required for detection of early stage of disease with adequate sensitivity that could significantly reduce mortality rates. Currently, the pelvic examination, transvaginal ultrasonography (TVUS) and serum CA-125 levels are the standard modalities in detecting ovarian cancer. CA-125 is only elevated in 47% early-stage disease, whereas its level is elevated in 80-90% cases of advanced-stage of ovarian cancer. But it is also expressed by a number of other cell types and in benign conditions. The use of a single screening test alone cannot meet with any existing screening paradigm. Many biomarkers have been considered and further validation needs to be done. Recently, researchers have exploited aptamers for the detection, imaging and targeted therapy of cancer. These short singlestranded oligonucleotides (RNA, DNA or peptides), selected from a large pool of sequences by SELEX, can bind to many types of different targets, extending from small molecules to proteins or nucleic acid structures. These probes can specifically bind to the biomarkers expressed by targeted tumor cells. This review aims to develop an understanding of the biomarkers/panels being investigated as well as the prospective of using aptamers for the early detection and diagnosis of ovarian cancer that could have an effective impact on the mortality.
CURRENT APPROACHES FOR THE DETECTION OF EARLY-STAGE OVARIAN CANCER USING CA-125 AND HE4
CA-125 (Cancer Antigen 125) CA-125 was first described by Rober Bast and colleagues, as an antigen that increases in the majority of patients with epithelial ovarian cancer. Later shown to correlate with the course of the disease, CA-125 is now deemed as a classic, "gold standard" tumor biomarker. The CA-125 molecule is a high molecular weight membrane glycoprotein that shows sensitivity between 50-60% at 90% specificity in early stage postmenopausal women and 75-90% in patients with advanced stage disease 4 . It is the only biomarker currently widely used in cancer therapy. However, CA-125 is not exclusively expressed on ovarian tumor cells, but also by a number of other cell types including the pleura, peritoneum and mullerian epithelia. Using CA-125 for early detection can precede the clinical diagnosis by more than a year. In addition, analysis of CA-125 level has been useful in monitoring the recurrence of disease. However, several factors undermine the significance of CA-125 as an early detection biomarker such as the absence of its expression in about 20% of ovarian cancer and elevated expression in some benign conditions (liver cirrhosis, endometriosis, peritonitis). Moreover, fluctuation in CA-125 level is also associated with the menstrual cycle and pregnancy 5 . CA-125 as an individual marker is not sufficiently sensitive to detect all cases of earlystage ovarian cancer. Therefore, no CA-125 based screening techniques are as yet recommended for the general population. However, various clinical trials are evaluating the sensitivity of CA-125 in concurrence with other markers to increase its sensitivity as an early detection biomarker. Generation of tools implementing computer technology and statistical methods have been found effective in boosting the sensitivity of CA-125 while maintaining good specificity. Risk of Ovarian Cancer Algorithm (ROCA) is a computerized algorithm that enhances the sensitivity of CA-125 up to 86% in early detection of ovarian cancer 6 . Based on the level of CA-125 (both current and previous) and their ROCA scores, women are triaged into low risk, high risk and intermediate risk and then referred for further procedures such as annuals, TVUS or repeated evaluations of CA-125 level, respectively. The threshold level considered for CA-125 being 35 U/ml.
HE4 (Human Epididymis Protein 4)
HE4, a member of the WFDC family of proteins (whey acidic four-disulfide core), is overexpressed in ovarian carcinoma. Moore et al. analyzed the serum and urine samples from 259 patients with adnexal masses and noticed that HE4, as a single marker, had the highest sensitivity of 72.9% (95% specificity). However, combined CA-125 and HE4 yielded the highest sensitivity of 76.4% (specificity 95%) suggesting that their combination predicts malignancy more accurately than either alone 7 . Likewise, Azzam et al. observed the diagnostic sensitivity of HE4 was higher than CA-125 (82.5 vs. 76.6% for HE4 and CA-125, respectively) at 95% specificity in sera of patients with ovarian carcinoma but was lower in benign cases 8 . Conversely, when 373 women with suspicious malignant ovarian cyst were analyzed by Kristjansdottir et al., their combination resulted in a downfall in the sensitivity (48.3%) in diagnosis of early stage type I EOC as compared to early stage type II EOC (85.2% sensitivity) at 75% specificity 9 . The diagnostic accuracy of HE4 has been contradicting and further assessment is needed. HE4 can also be detected in urine at 94.4% specificity, including 86.6% with stage I/II and 89.0% with stage III/IV disease and including 90.5% of patients with serous ovarian carcinoma similar to serum assays 10 . Besides, it complements serum assays as it was found useful in monitoring the clinical recurrence in cases that showed normal HE4 and CA-125 serum levels. 
Apolipoprotein A1 (ApoA1)
ApoA1 is a major constituent of high-density lipoproteins in plasma. Its level has been reported to decrease in the sera of patients with ovarian cancer. The mechanism of its association with cancer remains unclear; though it has been proposed to be associated with free radicalmediated damage to the cellular membranes, resulting in lipid peroxidation 24 , thereby inducing mutations in oncogenes as well as tumor suppressor genes. When ApoA1 was combined with CA-125 and TTR, not only a significant improvement was observed in the overall sensitivity and specificity (93.9% sensitivity at 95% specificity), but the panel was also sufficient for maximum separation between non-cancer and stage I+II or all stages (I−IV) of the disease 25 . Recently, Pal et al. proposed a multiplexed fluorescence spectroscopic based assay to detect β2-microglobulin (β2-M), ApoA1 and CA-125 at an early stage of ovarian cancer followed by Surface Plasmon Resonance spectroscopy (SPR) for comparative analysis. The panel achieved sensitivity up to 94% at 98% specificity; furthermore, the assay was cost effective compared to previously available Ova1 test 26 .
Transferrin
Transferrin, essentially synthesized in hepatocytes, is responsible for transporting plasma iron into the cell and plays a significant role in cell differentiation and proliferation 27 . Ahmed et al. reported the downregulation of transferrin in the serum of patients with ovarian cancer 28 . Transferrin promotes tumor development and survival via antiapoptotic effect. The combination of CA-125, transferrin, TTR and ApoA1, using proteomic analysis yielded a sensitivity of 89% at specificity of 92% for early detection of ovarian cancer 29 .
B7-H4
B7-H4, formerly known as DD-O110, is a 282 amino acid protein expressed in activated T cells that acts as a negative regulator of T-cell immunity by inhibiting T-cell proliferation, cytokine production, and cell cycle progression. B7-H4 may promote malignant transformation. 40 . However, the extensive and exclusive sialylation of KLK6 from malignant ovarian cells suggests that sialylated KLK6 could serve as a novel biomarker for early detection 41 . Overexpression of KLK6 and KLK7 mRNA was specific to serous and papillary serous subtypes. Therefore, decreasing incidences of high "false negative" rates were found in the same patients with the common biomarkers HE4 and CA-125 42 . Elevated level of KLK 10 were seen in CA-125 negative ovarian cancer patients at 90% specificity while on combining both markers a 21% increase in sensitivity was seen (90% specificity) 43 . Additionally, KLK 11 was found to be elevated in 70% of ovarian cancer sera at a specificity of 95% and that women with hK11-positive tumors have longer progression-free survival and overall survival 44 .
Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)
VEGF is a glycosylated angiogenesis mediator involved in tumor progression, peritoneal metastasis and accumulation of ascites in ovarian cancer 45 . The high VEGF level is independently associated with shorter disease-free survival and overall survival. Angiogenesis promoted by VEGF is a continuous process, independent of clinical advancement of the disease 46 . VEGF has been shown to be elevated in 81% CA-125 deficient ovarian cancer cases 47 . A combination of IL-6, IL-8, VEGF, EGF, and CA-125 studied using LabMap technology resulted in 84% sensitivity (95% specificity) proposing that using serum cytokines and CA-125 may be a promising approach for ovarian cancer detection 48 . Keeping the specificity of 100% for each marker, the addition of VEGF to CA-125 increased the sensitivity from 60 to 73.3% of early detection. When specificity of VEGF was decreased to 96.7% keeping the same CA-125 cutoff (35 U/ml), the sensitivity increased to 80% for stage I/II that could accurately distinguish neoplasms from ovarian cyst 49 . The combination of VEGF with CA-125 and HE4 increased the diagnostic sensitivity up to 84% in stage I thus enabling improved early detection of this disease in contrast to either marker alone 50 . 53 .
Prostasin

Methylated DNA Sequences
Methylated DNA sequences represent potential biomarkers for diagnosis, staging, prognosis (i.e. prognostic biomarkers), and monitoring of response to therapy (predictive biomarkers) 54, 55 . DNA methylation biomarkers hold a number of advantages over other biomarker types, such as proteins, gene expression, and DNA mutations, including their stability, ability to be amplified (thus greatly enhancing detection sensitivity), relatively low cost of assessment, and restriction to limited regions of DNA (CpG islands) 55 . The occurrence rate of ovarian cancer is 5.7 per 100,000 women and it affects 5.4% of all women cancer patients in India. It is likely that DNA methylation analyses of resected ovarian tumors will be used to tailor the individual treatment, similar to recently discovered predictive markers in stage I non-small-cell lung cancer 56 . Ovarian cancer progression is well characterized by a number of combinatorial epigenetic aberrations distinct to this malignancy. A number of genes, including the classical tumor suppressors BRCA1 (breast cancer susceptibility gene-1) 57 , p16, and MLH1 58 as well as putative tumor suppressors (RASSF1A and OPCMLI) 57 , cell adhesion (ICAM-1 and CDH1) 59 and proapoptotic (LOT1, DAPK, TMS1/ASC, and PAR-4) 60 are hypermethylated and down-regulated in ovarian cancer. A newly identified gene, HSulf-1, encoding an arylsulfatase that acts on cell surface heparin sulfate proteoglycans and inhibits growth factor signaling and angiogenesis 61 was found methylated in over 50% of ovarian tumors and cell lines. Tumor-specific methylation of at least one of a panel of six tumor suppressor genes (BRCA1, RASSF1A, APC, p14ARF, p16INK4a, and DAPK could be detected in serum of ovarian cancer patients with 100% specificity and 82% sensitivity 57 by MSP-PCR. Hypermethylation was observed across histological cell types, grades, and stages. In contrast, no methylation was observed in non-neoplastic tissue, peritoneal fluid, or serum from 40 control women. A disadvantage of methylation-specific PCR is that only the few CpG sites that are situated within the template sequence to which the primers bind can be investigated for a given primer pair. At low temperatures, methylation-specific PCR lacks sensitivity, only amplifying target DNA when it is present at 90% of the total DNA. Among these BRCA1, RASSF1A and DAPK are the potential targets for analyzing other CpG rich regions to be identified and mapped by more sensitive techniques like methylight assay in tumor, serum and normal DNA. The specificity of the assay will be checked in cyst tissue, serum and peritoneal fluid DNA from non-neoplastic ovarian disease samples and normal ovary sample. Another important study showing the analysis of DNA methylation by methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction of 7 genes, which included secreted frizzled receptor proteins 1, 2, 4, 5 (SFRP1, 2, 4, 5), SRY box 1 (SOX1), paired box gene 1 (PAX1) and LIM homeobox transcription factor 1, alpha (LMX1A) in primary tumor samples from 126 case patients, 75 with a benign tumor and 14 with borderline malignancy of an ovarian tumor, and in the serum from 26 patients with ovarian cancer. The methylation of SFRP1, SFRP2, SOX1 and LMX1A genes correlated with recurrence and overall survival of ovarian cancer patients. Combining the data for SFRP1, SFRP2 and SOX1 genes gave a relative risk for recurrence of 3.19 (p=0.013) in patients with at least one gene methylation, and combining the data for SFRP1, SOX1 and LMX1A gave a relative risk for cancerrelated death of 6.09 (p=0.010). The sensitivity and specificity were 73.08 and 75%, respectively, when any one of SOX1, PAX1 and SFRP1 genes showed methylation 62 . Further, a microarray analysis resulted in the identification of 112 highly discriminatory loci possessing a progression-free survival prediction accuracy of 95% in ovarian cancer patients by applying SAM and PAM analysis (Significance and prediction analysis of microarray). A higher degree of CpG island methylation was also associated with early disease recurrence after chemotherapy 54 . Recently, FILIP1L (filamin A interacting protein 1-like), p150 and SALL2 P2 expression is inversely correlated with the invasive potential of ovarian cancer cell lines and clinical ovarian cancer specimens. Promoters of these genes are hypermethylated in cancer phenotypes and are down-regulated in invasive form of ovarian cancer 63, 64 . A sensitive blood-based colorectal cancer screening test was developed by Warren et al. using the SEPT9 gene methylation in plasma (serum DNA) specifically detects a majority of colorectal cancers of all stages and colorectal locations 65 . Similarly, SHOX2 DNA methylation has been used as a biomarker for the diagnosis of lung cancer in plasma 66 70 . Repression of these genes (ZIC1 promoter hypermethylation) correlated with increased proliferation, migration and invasion. As several methylated genes are now correlated with various tumor types, attempts can be made to establish a "panel" of discriminative biomarkers for any one particular cancer and its specific subtypes and/or stages. In ovarian cancer particularly, methylation biomarkers could supplement the specificity of CA-125, similar to ongoing prostate cancer studies examining various prostate-specific antigen/biomarkers. In addition to tissue analysis, methylated DNA has been detected in the serum and peritoneal fluid of ovarian cancer patients.(Table1) 
APTAMERS TARGETING TUMOR-SPECIFIC BIOMARKERS: A NEW HOPE FOR OVARIAN CANCER
Aptamers, first reported in 1990 by Ellington and Gold, are single-stranded DNA or RNA oligonucleotides (12-30 bases) or more recently peptides. These three-dimensional in vivo structures are highly specific and possess high affinity to their target molecules. Since their discovery, numerous high affinity aptamers have been selected for targeting a wide range of molecules, including proteins, amino acids, metal ions, and even whole cells such as viruses. Aptamers are generated in a process named Systematic Evolution of Ligand by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) or Cell-SELEX. The latter targeting a whole live cell instead of isolated molecules, ensuring that the developed aptamers are highly suitable for biological applications. Moreover, the quantity or types of targeted proteins on the cell surface need not to be known thus offering a great convenience and simplicity in the selection process. Furthermore, using cell-SELEX technology specific type of cancer cells, but not the normal or other cells can be targeted. This aids discrimination among closely related cell types or even within the same cell under different conditions. Aptamers or 'chemical antibodies' offer more advantages as compared to the antibodies. The fact that they can be selected invitro for any given targets and they can be synthesized with high reproducibility and purity in large quantities overcomes the limitations of using antibodies. The aptamers selection process does not require any animals to be hurt. Not only can they be modified with functional groups while retaining their affinity, they are very stable and recover their active conformation even after thermal denaturation. Moreover, they are less immunogenic, have better tissue penetration and show faster clearance. Owing to these unique characteristics, aptamers have shown potential applications in bioanalysis, biomedicine and most importantly in cancer-related research, including cancer biomarker discovery, imaging, diagnosis and therapy 95 . The main problem with cancer is the lack of sensitive and specific methods for its discovery in the early stages. Aptamers have been extensively studied for diagnosis and/or treatment of lung, liver, breast, ovarian, brain, colorectal and pancreatic cancers, as well as for identification and characterization of cancer stem cells. Cancerrelated proteins such as platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF), vascular-endothelial growth factor (VEGF), human epidermal growth factor receptor 3 (HER3), tenascin-C, nuclear factor kappa-lightchain-enhancer (NFƙB) of activated B cells, and prostate-specific membrane antigen (PMSA) have been investigated. Different aptamer substances are under various phases of clinical and preclinical trials 95, 96 . Zhu et al. developed a sandwich electrochemical aptasensor for the detection of HER2 and HER2-overexpressing breast cancer cells. Using the mono-antibody of HER2 (anti-HER2) and a bioconjugate of hydrazine-AuNP (Gold Nanoparticle)-Aptamer (Hyd-AuNP-Apt), target molecules and cells can be quantitatively measured using stripping voltammetry. Using this technique, the SK-BR-3 breast cancer cells could be detected in human sera as low as 26 cells/ml 97 . Mucin1 (MUC1), a glycoprotein expressed on most epithelial cell surfaces, was discovered as an important tumor marker in the diagnosis, screening and prognosis of ovarian cancer. Ma et al. developed an aptamers-based electrochemical biosensor for quantitative determination of MUC1 by modifying the anti-MUC1 DNA aptamers on the surface of gold electrode. These DNA single strands formed a hairpin structure without MUC1 facilitating electron transfer between methylene blue (MB) and the gold electrode. Upon MUC1 binding, this hairpin conformation no longer persists, hence displacing MB away from the gold electrode hindering the electron transfer. The marker can thus be detected up to 50 mM with a dynamic response range of up to 1.5 µM which is far better than ELISA 98 . In a recent study, Cha et al. developed a biosensor for early diagnosis of prostate cancer using guanine (G)-rich DNA aptamers-conjugated 6-carboxyfluorescein (6-FAM) that can rapidly capture Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) in human serum. Free G-rich DNA aptamer-conjugated 6-FAM emits bright light in a chemiluminescence reaction based on the principle of chemiluminescent resonance energy transfer (CRET). PSA shows strong interference in this reaction. Due to the different properties of G-rich DNA aptamer-conjugated 6-FAM in the absence and presence of PSA in guanine chemiluminescence reaction, even trace levels of PSA in human serum can be quantified within 30 min without time-consuming and complicated procedures. The limit of detection (LOD) of this biosensor having a wide linear dynamic range (1.9-125 ng/ml) was 1.0 ng/ml 99 . Similar findings clearly demonstrate that aptamer-based approaches can also potentially target ovarian cancer. Ovarian cancer is a malignancy with poor survival rates and no single method has been approved for its early diagnosis till date. In this scenario, discovery and validation of new ovarian cancer biomarkers using aptamers provide a hope to enable early detection. Van Simaeys et al. selected a total of 13 aptamers for two model ovarian cancer cell lines: the ovarian clear cell carcinoma (OCCA) cell line TOV-21G (10 aptamers) and ovarian serous adenocarcinoma line CAOV-3 (3 aptamers) and further investigated the cell surface targets of these aptamers and their binding characteristics. A cervical cancer cell line HeLa was taken in counter selection to ensure the aptamers could distinguish ovarian cancer from cervical cancer. The aptTOV aptamers did not bind to a cancer of same etiology (CAOV-3) and also not to HeLa, but showed binding to cancer cell lines from different non-related cancers 100 . Aptamers can thus provide more insight into the pathology of ovarian cancer and also lead to the identification of biomarkers related to different cancers. Eaton et al. used capillary electrophoresis (CE) for identifying DNA aptamers with an affinity for ovarian cancer biomarker HE4. The selected DNA aptamers were subjected to high throughput sequencing on the Illumina platform. Further characterization was done by fluorescent anisotropy as well as affinity probe capillary electrophoresis for specific binding of each aptamer candidate for the positive selection of protein target 101 . Recently, an integrated microfluidic system was successfully developed by Hung et al. offering an automatic, highthroughput screening of multiple cell lines for selecting aptamer-based biomarkers for ovarian cancer. The system was capable of performing cell-SELEX process that required only five rounds of aptamer selection as compared to the conventional SELEX process (22 rounds). Three out of the 13 aptamers successfully screened for ovarian cancer cells, showed high affinity towards target cells with dissociation constants of 1.8 nM, 8.3 nM, and 1.3 nM 102 . The specificity of the selected aptamers was further verified against multiple cancer cell lines. The results demonstrate that this system can be utilized for early diagnosis of ovarian cancer as well as targeted therapy monitoring in the near future. Aptamers have also been utilized in identifying novel biomarkers of different cancers. Van Simaeys et al. used aptamer TOV6 selected by cell-SELEX from their previous study to identify and further validate the protein target of this aptamer. After binding of TOV6 to its cognate target on the cell surface membrane, the TOV6/target interaction was fixed with formaldehyde to enable subsequent protein identification by mass spectrometry (MS). After the extraction and recovery of the protein-aptamer hybrid from the cell lysate, the protein was identified as stress-induced phosphoprotein 1 (STIP1) by MS
103
. The identity of the target was further confirmed through siRNA silencing and antibody binding. Using Boyden chambers further validated the role of STIP1 in cell invasion and that TOV6 is a potent inhibitor in this oncological process. By identifying the target of TOV6, a blocking effect in the metastatic process of TOV-21G could be identified. Cell-SELEX yield ligands that most likely bind to the overexpressed cell surface proteins on cancer cells, while subtracting the ligands to more general cell surface proteins by negative selection. Many investigations are going on to identify aptamers which are ovarian tumor-specific for early diagnosis of ovarian cancer, which will help in reducing mortality as well as improve current long-term survival rates.
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